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ABSTRACT

Spent fuel casks and other large radioactive material packages have been examined to determine
whether the designs are adequate to allow the casks to be recovered using conventional recovery
methods following a transportation accident Casks and similar packages are typically designed with,
and handled by, trunnions that support the package during transport These trunnions are considered
the best cask feature with which, to grapple the cask once it is no longer in its usual shipping mode.
Following a transport accident, the trunnions may be buried or entangled so that they are not readily
accessible to initiate the recovery process. To evaluate the effectiveness of applying traditional
recovery methods to spent fuel casks, a workshop was held in which a series of accidents involving
casks were postulated; the modes of transportation considered included truck, rail, and barge. These
participants knowledgeable in transport, handling, and, in some cases, recovery of large, heavy
containers attended Participants concluded that the physicaL recovery of a cask involved in an
accident, irrespective of where the accident occurs, would be a straightforward rigging operation and
that the addition of specific recovery features (e.g., additional trunnions) to the cask appears
unnecessary.

L INTRODUCTION

The physical recovery of spent nuclear fuel shipping casks fallowing an accident has been the
subject of some debate. At issue is whether current casks, and those being developed, have adequate
means to facilitate grappling in recovery operations and what those recovery methods are should a
transportation accident occur. Because of the random nature of accidents, casks could come to rest
in a variety of orientations and be surrounded in many different ways by accident debris. For example,
following an accident a cask might be submerged in water, at the bottom of an embankment adjacent
to a highway; a rail cask might be covered! by crushed railcars some distance from damaged trackage.
Given various severe transport accident scenarios that involve casks, the following question was
considered: "What methods are typically used to recover very heavy items (such as casks), and can



(and possibly more importantly, should) existing casks and/or current cask designs be modified,
without degrading normal cask performance, to make recovery from an accident safer and faster?"

To assess how casks would be recovered and answer related questions, a workshop was
sponsored by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in which a group of people knowledgeable
in the fields of cask design, cask operations, transportation, and heavy equipment handling were
invited to attend. The workshop first reviewed past accidents that involved heavy equipment and/or
radioactive materials shipments to determine how the recoveries proceeded, if there were any
problems during recovery, what methods were used, and what points the recovery actions might have
had in common. The workshop then proposed hypothetical accident scenarios such that, if a cask
had been involved, its recovery would be a challenge. The attendees then discussed actions that could
be taken to accomplish the safe and expeditious physical recovery of the cask.

IL OBJECTIVES

In determining how a loaded, spent nuclear fuel transport cask could be recovered should it
be involved in a severe transportation accident, the workshop defined the following objectives:

1. to identify and recommend desirable cask and transporter design features that could
facilitate recovery;

2. to assess the expected effectiveness of currently used heavy equipment recovery
methods and capabilities that might be applied to the recovery of casks following an
accident; and,

3. to identify issues concerning accident response coordination, authority, and advanced
preparations that need to be addressed to help ensure that accident recoveries can
be conducted in an effective, safe, and coordinated manner.

IH GROUND RULES

The workshop was structured around a series of postulated accident scenarios from which the
shipping casks would need to be recovered. Focus was placed only on those steps required to
physically recover the cask and its transporter from the accident scene rather than on either the early
phases of such accidents or on any required decontamination of personnel or the surrounding
environment In these postulated scenarios, it was assumed that the cask is loaded with spent fuel
and that:

1. The accident has progressed beyond the early emergency phases where, to the extent
necessary: victims have been rescued and provided emergency aid; fires have been
controlled, and other common consequences of accidents have been controlled; and
radiation hazards have been identified and the spread of contamination has been
controlled.

2. The accident recovery steps now involve the movement and transport from the site
of the heavy cask and associated transport equipment that may be contaminated (but
is not releasing significant radioactive material to the environment). This step may
pose a threat to emergency response/recovery/cleanup personnel from either the



transfer of contamination from the equipment to the personnel or direct exposure to
penetrating radiation.

3. Once the immediate hazards are controlled, recovery operations for the cask were
assumed to proceed. These operations would then involve the grappling of the cask
and its recovery at the accident site, followed by its placement on an operating
transporter. This would be followed by movement of the cask to a predesignated,
controlled site. Even though it was recognized that recovery would not be complete
until the cask was in a secure, controlled environment, only its physical recovery was
addressed at this workshop; issues concerned with movement from the accident site
were not covered.

IV. CASK RECOVERY FACTORS

The following 13 factors were identified as having the potential to iinfluence cask recovery
activities. Some of these factors concern the hardware, and same are more institutional in nature;
all must be considered before a cask can be recovered from an accident site. Often, these factors can
be considered far ahead of the time, before art accident has occurred.

The factors, witt some explanation, are noted below:

1. Cask structures: Although casks are designed to be extremely resistant to accidents,
there may be some pickup (or pull) points that are better than others for use in
recovery operations in that attaching cables in these areas might cause less arfHjtinnal
damage than if other pickup points were used.

2. Attachment points: Cask trunnions are typically the best points to attach wire ropes.
In an accident, they might not be accessible. Because casks will often have a smooth
outer surface, other spots may be hard to grapple. The outer cask surface between
the trunnions is likely to be the neutron shield boundary; as such, it may not provide
the best surface around which to grapple the cask. If used, cask skids are likely to
remain with the cask in an accident. These frequently have many grapple points
available.

3. External dace rate: The dose rate emanating from the cask surface will generally not
impede cask recovery, but both gamma and neutron doses must be checked,
particularly if the neutron shield or the impact limiters are damaged or destroyed.

4. Contaminated surfaces: External surface contamination found on the cask following
an accident may imply that a leak could have occurred in the accident; in any case,
close investigation of the cask will confirm or deny the premise. Even if the
smearable contamination is on the order of 200,000 dpm/100 cm2 or above, this is
unlikely to impede recovery activities.

5. Decay heat: Because of the relatively low heat output from the fuel being carried
and the large mass of the cask, the surface is unlikely to be excessively hot during
recovery operations.



6. Special handling equipment; Special handling equipment (e.g., cranes, lowboy trailers,
etc.) will be needed for cask recovery. Specific pieces of equipment can be identified
once the accident site has been investigated and cask condition determined.

7. Recovery transporter: There will always be a transporter that will work in recovery
operations; it must be capable of handling the concentrated loads imposed by the
cask. It may be required to operate off-road and off-raiL

S. Special permits: Once a cask has been involved in an accident, it may no longer meet
all the criteria for which it was certified. In that event, an exemption must be
obtained from the Department of Transportation (DOT). Other special permits may
be needed depending upon the equipment used in the recovery operations.

9. Alternate destinations: There may be limited options as to where the cask may be
shipped following an accident To the degree possible, same of these options (e.g.,
safe havens) might be identified before accidents occur.

10. Who's in charge: Typically, state and local authorities will be the first respondeis to
an accident. Any recovery team will have to work with them; there will be others that
will have strong interests in completing the cleanup. These could be Federal
authorities, carriers (e.g., the railroad), the public, etc. The recovery team should be
well trained and able to cany out their functions with a minimum of interference from
others.

11. Public relations: There must be someone available to interact with the public, as
necessary, without interfering with recovery operations.

12. Recovery team qualifications: The recovery team must be well trained and know the
characteristics of the cask and its contents. Recovery is an activity for well-trained
specialists. They need to be well informed about the hazards associated wfth the
damaged cask They must be allowed to interact freely with the person in. charge and
cany out necessary operations that are approved.

13. Time: In general, state and local officials will wish to get the accident cleaned up as
soon as possible. Others an the scene may wish to slow recovery operations. The
recovery team will know if there is any problem in delaying recovery as well as what
it will take to stabilize the situation.

V. PAST ACCIDENTS

Few large radioactive material packages have been involved in transport accidents during the
past 20 years. The accidents that have occurred involved both rail and truck modes of transport, and
a body of water was a factor in the recovery of the packages in at least some instances. The available
information concerning the conditions of the recovery operations of the accidents varied from well-
documented reports1*23 to anecdotal evidence presented by people who had been involved. None of
the accidents resulted in the release of radioactive materials, and none presented radiation hazards
to recovery teams. With the exception of conflict among responding agencies following one of the
accidents, all packages were recovered without difficulty.



VL POSTULATED ACCIDENT SCENARIOS

Following discussions on past accidents, five hypothetical accident scenarios were discussed
at the workshop and were examined in light of current cask designs and generally available heavy
equipment that could handle recovery activities. Workshop members knowledgeable in cask designs,
transport operations, and the moving, lifting and grappling of casks or other pieces of heavy
equipment discussed how recovery might take place under the conditions proposed. The postulated
scenarios included two truck accidents, two rail accidents, and one barge accident. They were
intended to be mare severe than the accidents that have occurred in the past in that recovery
operations would be more complex. Variations of the scenarios were also discussed in order to
address other issues. To maintain a focus on recovery operations, these accident scenarios assumed
that rescue work had been completed, fire fighting ar other required accident consequence
mitigation activities had been completed, and the cask system retained its contents; however, in
assessing recovery activities, it was recognized that there is wide variability in specific accident
conditions and environment.

VTL CASK DESIGN FEATURES THAT AFFECT CASK RECOVERY

The principal design features that affect recoverability of the cask are the trunnions and the
outer surface of the cask body. The trunnions are used far lifting in normal operations and can serve
that purpose in recovery. They can also be used far pulling or rotating the cask, if necessary. The
external surface of the cask may be a forging or a thin shell that covers the neutron shield materiaL
The neutron shield material may be either liquid or solid. The shell that covers the neutron shield
is typically thin, 0.25 inches or less, but not always so. The shell materiaL which is not the primary
line of containment, would take the brunt of impacts and punctures in the accident, and may be
further damaged during the recovery effort if slings must be used or if the cask must be pulled or
rolled. The trunnions are relatively robust, and little or no damage should be suffered by the
trunnions either in the accident or in recovery. Damage to the trunnions would not compromise the
ability of the cask to retain its contents.

With the exception of the trunnions, the casks are free of external features that could be used
for lifting. Current regulations require4 that any feature that could be used to lift or tie down the
package must be shown to meet the requirements for lift or tiedown (which is equivalent to a
trunnion), or it must be "rendered inoperable" for that use during transport.

In typical conditions of transport, casks are carried on specially designed transporters or on
skids. Special designs are necessary to ensure that the cask is adequately secured to the transporter.
The transporter and skid have structural features that mate with the cask. These features are
typically post structures that attach to the cask lifting and rotation trunnions, and cradle structures
that support the cask body. If a cradle is used, a band is used at the top of the cask (upper end when
it is vertical), and the rear is secured at the rotation trunnions. Post structures typically use bolted
damps that capture both the lifting and rotation trunnions.

Regardless of the configuration used, the tiedown structures are robust and are capable of
carrying several times the weight of the cask, depending on the direction of force. Because of this
designed structural integrity, the cask is not expected to separate from the transporter or skid in many
severe accidents. In those cases where separation does not occur, the transporter or skid structure
offers additional points for attachment of grapples or slings, or jacking, during recovery operations.



If the casK is only partly attached to the transporter or skid, then it is likely that the cask will have
to be freed from it as part of the recovery activity. Releasing the cask may require the normal
operation of the tiedown system, or cutting of various structures using a saw or torch.

During transport, impact lintiters are attached to both ends of the cask. Impact limiters are
sacrificiai structures that reduce the force of impact that is transmitted to the body of the cask during
impact by crushing. They consist of a relatively thin (0.25 inches or iess) steel shell surrounding a
crushable material! such as wood or aluminum honeycomb. Either or both limiters may be extensively
damaged following a severe accident. Damaged limiters may have to be removed prior to moving the
cask. To the extent permitted by the circumstances, undamaged Iimiters should be retained because
their presence is desirable during the subsequent movement of the recovered cask. In either case,
whether damaged or undamaged, the impact Iimiter structure is not considered suitable for use as an
attachment location for slings during recovery operations.

Some possibility does exist for the attachment of lugs or other devices by welding to the cask
body. However, because of the weight of spent fuel casks, this option is largely a function of the
location (on the cask body) of the proposed attachment, the configuration of the attachment, and the
type of weld used. This option is considered in the discussion of the individual cask models.

V m . RESULTS

The physical recovery of a cask involved in an accident, whether or not it remains attached
to its skid or trailer, is considered to be a straightforward rigging operation. The principal
considerations center on access to the cask at the accident Location.

The specific methods used for recovery will be developed by rigging and cask operations
personnel in the field at an arxident site. No (additional) damage to the cask can be permitted to
occur in the recovery operations that unnecessarily results in increased risk to personnel, or threatens
public health and safety.

The primary conclusion from this workshop is that the addition of specific recovery features
to the cask appears unnecessary. Of all the accident scenarios examined, none appeared to exhibit
conditions that would prevent a recovery crew from being able to safely snare the cask once a
pathway to the cask was cleared. However, the skid upon which many casks rest during
transportation might be a candidate for the addition of such features.

The general recovery technique for casks involved in severe accidents is to place (at least one)
a mobile crane as close to the cask as possible and then use wire rope slings (cables) io secure a
"noose" around the cask body or the cask trunnion(s). The cables are then attached to the crane
hook, which is used to either pull the cask free of debris or to lift the cask to a more stable position.
If the cask can be properly positioned with the slings or chokers, the normal cask lifting yoke can
then be attached to the cask trunnions, which can be hooked to the crane (using adapters, if
necessary) to recover the cask. Should the cask be submerged under water, divers are readily
available and can be sent to the scene to assess the condition of the cask and determine the best way
to grapple the cask and bring it to the surface.

The principal rigging operation is the installation of the sling on the cask. This procedure
may require that the cask be jacked or lifted on one end in order to get the sling around the body.



On soft ground where jacking is difficult, water jets can be used to make a path to snake the sling
under the cask. If the cask is in a horizontal position, belly bands (wide straps that have a bale on
each end) might be used to lift the cask. Once the bands are around the cask, the bales are
connected to the crane hook for lifting. Rigging companies have both bands and slings readily
available in the load capacities needed for cask recovery, even if skids or transport vehicles are lifted
with the cask.

The principal effect of the use of a wire rope choker on the cask body is expected to be the
local distortion of the exterior steel shell and the neutron shield material beneath it. This may result
in a small localized increase in radiation dose, primarily from neutrons, but the dose increase is not
expected to be sufficient to hamper recovery operations. Local distortion may also occur when using
bands, but since the load is less concentrated, the effects will also be less. It is assumed that following
the accident, the cask cannot be restored to service.

JX. CONCLUSIONS

As noted above, workshop members concluded that routine cask recovery methods would
involve grappling the cask with a wire rope from one point (e.g., a trunnion) and pulling it from
surrounding debris (either on land or under water) to a point where it could be further grappled and
a recovery crane could lift and place it on a trailer, railcar, or barge. However, these experts agreed
that there were several ways in which the grapple-and-drag operation could be accomplished with
existing cask designs, and it is unlikely that these recovery methods will change in the near future.
Thus, while several changes to casks currently being designed might make recovery of the cask
somewhat easier (under conditions specified in several of the postulated scenarios), there were no
circumstances identified in which the absence of those changes would slow the recovery significantly.
As a result, workshop members concluded that there was no need to recommend changes to cask
designs in order to potentially enhance cask recovery operations following an accident.

Some significant comments that were peripheral to the main focus of physical recovery of the
cask addressed topics that were difficult to separate from recovery operations (e.g., the necessary
interaction between the recovery team and other responders at the accident site). The cask recovery
team will also need the support of a home-based group whose job it is to interact with others and
support the recovery team in the field, and the authority to expedlriously order special equipment to
the accident site. It was agreed that communication will be a key element in any recovery operation.
The importance of having a single authority who can make decisions and direct cleanup at the site
was also emphasized. The person in charge may depend upon the original mode of transport, the
(legal) jurisdiction in which the accident occurs, predeveloped accident recovery plans, and the nature
of the accident (if there has been a significant radioactive release). In this regard, it will be necessary
to have a small team at the site as quickly as possible to assess whether any radioactive materials have
been released in the accident, the extent and magnitude of the contamination if a release did occur
and the condition of the cask. This information will influence how the cask recovery team will need
to function but wDl not have any affect on the routine methods expected to be used in cask recovery.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
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United States Government or any agency thereof.


